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Feedback: Friend or Foe? 

Feedback.  *cue thunder and lightning!*  The word itself strikes terror into the heart.  

It's a word that seems to imply that some criticism is about to come your way - in fact, who hasn't referred to 

feedback as 'constructive criticism' at some point? 

And this, quite understandably, makes us reluctant to use feedback as part of our performance management 

processes (performance management... another sadly misunderstood term that I'll save for another blog!).    I've 

lost count of the number of times I've heard people say 'we can't start giving our volunteers feedback - they'd all 

leave!' when I've tentatively suggested that it might be a good idea to offer feedback on how volunteers carry 

out their roles. 

But surely feedback is an integral part of learning?  It helps raise our awareness of our strengths and areas for 

improvement, identify actions to be taken to improve our performance and ultimately helps us to maximise our 

potential. 

As a sector we're quite good at gathering general feedback on how we perform - we've all carried out 'volunteer 

surveys' to find out what our volunteers think about volunteering with the organisation: if they feel it benefits 

them, would they recommend volunteering with us etc.  They are a useful tool for looking at the bigger picture 

of the volunteering experience and the contribution volunteers make.  They give us the opportunity to look at 

our systems and processes for supporting volunteers and find out what works and what doesn’t. 

But volunteer surveys don't focus on how well an individual carries out their role - whether as a volunteer or as 

a person who manages volunteers (I'm shying away from the term 'volunteer manager' here, because often 

volunteers are managed day-to-day by our colleagues in different departments). 

A court in Northern Ireland recently ruled that experience gained as a volunteer was equal to experience gained 

in paid employment.  'Of course it is!' we volunteer managers all shouted.  'About time you all realised it!'  But if 

we really want the world to recognise that volunteer experience is equally valuable we should surely be leading 

the way and enabling volunteers to get the very best out of their experience - which includes  being able to 

develop and grow in their roles. 
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How can we do this if we are not helping volunteers to understand what they are doing well, and what they can 

do to improve?  Equally importantly, as volunteer managers we need to know what we are doing well to support 

volunteers and enable them to develop, and what we need to change in order to do this even better. 

Earlier this year I attended the AVM conference.  The theme was all about developing ourselves as volunteer 

managers and I believe that feedback is a really important part of this - how can we move forward in our roles 

without knowing what we need to do to improve?  If your appraisal process includes asking for feedback from 

colleagues, are volunteers included as part of that process?  After all, volunteers can provide a perspective on 

your performance that no-one else can! 

So, if feedback is so important, how can we convince people that the giving and receiving of feedback is not a 

bad thing?  How can we create a ‘culture’ of feedback, where it is delivered in a quality, balanced way and 

where it is welcomed as something we are receptive to? 

Here are my thoughts about feedback: 

Firstly, it needs to be positive: celebrating what works, so we can do more of it, and giving us the opportunity to 

make suggestions about how things could be made even better.  No more 'constructive criticism'! 

Secondly, giving feedback is a skill.  It's one that everyone can develop given the right support and/or training, 

but we shouldn't just assume that it's something everyone can do.  And it takes practice. 

Thirdly, we need to ask the right questions to find out why and how. Feedback needs to be relevant, and 

realistic. 

And finally, it should be acted on.  There's no point in asking for or giving feedback if it doesn't change 

anything. 

I'm not suggesting we all introduce rigorous, structured feedback systems (although if that works for you...).  I'm 

not advocating hauling your volunteers into a room for an interview, or making them all fill in forms.  

But, even if it is a simple, informal, conversation, the value of feedback is not to be underestimated.  Maybe we 

just need to find a new word for it? 

Well, volunteer managers on Thoughtful Thursday, now you know what I think it's over to you!  Please share 

your comments, examples and suggestions for effective feedback here and via Twitter.  Don't forget to include 

the hashtag #ttvolmgrs when tweeting. 

Log in or sign up to have your say. 

uncollectiveconsciousness  

In respect of feedback, and in the giving and receiving of; I do feel that we have to be mindful, and indeed 

careful that feedback does not become as “formal” supervision has within many organisations, in that often it is 

something that is done to someone, because we need to be seen that we do it, (and importantly don’t forget to 

tick that box)…rather than something a person, actively and willingly participates in, in respect of reflective 

practice. 

Equally, I feel it is important that any “feedback” is not approached in a one size fits all format; for whilst some 

may advocate being “positive” at all times in the giving of feedback, one has to appreciate that not everyone 
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wishes to receive feedback from someone wearing statutory rose coloured spectacles, and/or who purposefully 

falls over themselves to deliver the message in a ribbon and bow chocolate box, and who in the process may 

omit the real facts of the situation, and practice, in that the reality is that some of the chocolates therein, are in 

the process of going rancid or have already done so! 

Remembering that many bloggers and commentators on IVO; are or have been volunteers themselves, as well as 

being volunteer managers, one only has to read the blogs and comments on IVO to realise that for some, the 

“Give it to me straight” approach to feedback is far more conducive to their personal and professional 

development.  

So personally, I’m ok with so called “constructive criticism”; blunt criticism, or even in the Gestalt sense and 

which may be horrifying to some, destructive/deconstructive criticism; provided, and this is a crucially 

important proviso; that the person feeding back is “qualified” to do so, (by qualified, I don’t mean they have a 

piece of paper to say they are, or carry a superior rank), but rather, that the person “feeding” back knows their 

arse from their elbow in respect of volunteers, and volunteering, and can offer comment, and challenge as 

appropriate, from a position of in-depth knowledge and awareness, not only of process but of myself as an 

individual, be that as a volunteer, or as a volunteer manager within the local and wider world of volunteering. 

“Celebrating” ? 

Of course its only natural that we like positive strokes as part of the feedback process, and indeed the Human 

condition, but in picking up once more on the thought that there should be “…no more constructive criticism…” 

but rather, one should “celebrate” … Then I would like to offer this further comment, which is; that as a 

volunteer if anyone in feeding back to me ever suggests “celebrating” my volunteering efforts, work etc, in 

isolation, without featuring the negative aspects of my practice, which we all have, be that through constructive 

criticism, call it what you will; then I would politely have to say, unfortunatley you are not the right person to 

offer “feedback” to me as an individual; for whilst I would celebrate a Wedding, the Birth of a child, winning 

the lottery, and similar. I do not subscribe to the meaningless ideology of “celebrating” at every opportunity, to 

the point whereby the most rudimentary of tasks are now “celebrated”, and which if this thinking continues and 

prevails, one wonders how long it will be before we will be celebrating volunteers opening a door, making a 

sandwich, or going for a pee!? 

For in respect of feedback, be it “friend or foe”, if there were ever a word that needs to be on the “banned list”, 

and subsequently interned in room 101 for all eternity, it is the unfortunate fluffy bastardisation of the word 

“celebrate” and all its Marshmallow environmental derivatives, for never outside of its true context of 

celebrating really significant and important events, such as Births, and Marriages, has there been a more 

overused, vacuas, banal, insincere, spin generated word than this. 

Disagree with me?…of course some of you will; and I suppose in summary, this only further demonstrates that 

the language of feedback, its delivery, format, where, why, when and by whom is highly subjective, and we 

should all keep this in mind. 

UC 
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Brilliant topic Bev - thanks for getting us focused on this one. 

In training, this is an area that frequently generates much discussion. I agree that giving effective feedback is a 

skill - something that requires thought and practice, yet it is also something we are just expected to be able to do 

as managers and leaders. There seems to be little support or training around actually how to do this. With 

excellence in volunteer management, we encourage learners to develop their feedback skills by looking at 

different models to help them structure how they might need to communicate clear messages to volunteers. It 

might sound a little bit contrived, but you'd be surprised how well received and effective such a simple approach 

can be. 

I think the most important thing with feedback is to give it. Never underestimate the value and significance of 

actually telling people when they've done well - even if it seems obvious. And if there's something you need to 

highlight to help them do it better or differently - don't shy away from having that conversation. Do it in a 

timely and clear way and don't dilute your message by saying everything is wonderful when it isn't. 

25th Apr '12 at 22:19  
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Laura77  

I love the idea of feedback as volunteer recognition Susan. I'm going to use this example when I'm next training 

staff around giving feedback. 

27th Apr '12 at 08:09  

Greenpower Education Trust  

As with @Susan_J_Ellis saying feedeback does not have to imply criticism, likewise, criticism does not have to 

imply negative judgement, although it does seem to be viewed soley as such these days. Critics often heap 

praise on films, shows, books etc. Criticism is a judgement on performance, be it good bad or indifferent. 

27th Apr '12 at 09:13  

AntisociallyConstructed  

This has got me thinking, I am officially rubbish at this (as are the organisation as a whole). I don't do it. I 

should, but I am very guilty of not knowing my volunteers, I get them in the door, I know them to talk to but not 

any more. I don't know how well they work. For our next project I think I will actually spend time with them 

and have some 1:1 time with them. Get some feedback from them first off and then get some from our staff 

about their performance. 

I like this as an idea. Good shout. 

26th Apr '12 at 10:10  

samanthasparrow  

Hi Bev! Really enjoyed this topic. So many volunteer managers that I used to support either shied away from 

this idea completely or didn't believe volunteers should get feedback as they were "working" for free as it were.  
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One of the biggest topics of conversation at the regular support meetings I would hold would be how to deal 

with problems - usually big ones that had got out of hand - and I asked if they ever provided feedback to their 

volunteers. Usually the answer was an overwheming no. 

For me feedback is as much about support the personal and social development of volunteers as it is about 

developing the effectiveness of the role and catching any problems before they arise. Whilst volunteers are not 

getting payment if we are doing it right they are getting a great opportuity to develop and as such we owe it to 

them to feedback! 

I don't always agree it should be positive though - whilst we might not enjoy the tricky conversations, 

sometimes they are crucial as part of a feedback process before we have to have them as part of something more 

difficult! 

Great topic! 

  


